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10 ĐỀ KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI MÔN TIẾNG ANH 12  

NĂM HỌC 2019-2020 CÓ LỜI GIẢI CHI TIẾT 

1. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 1 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

THANH HÓA 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

1. A. university  B. Application  C. technology          D. entertainment 

2. A. mathematics  B. engineering  C. scientific           D. environment 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

3. In most American families, parents have less influence on their children than those in 
other parts of the world. 

A. power            B. effect                 C. attention           D. Care 

4. I am very much interested in learning more about ecotourism and its benefits. 

A. problems       B. Advantages       C. dangers            D. issues 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

5. In my country, it is compulsory to go to school between the ages of five and sixteen. 

A. necessary      B. essential           C. optional             D. selective 

6. Do you think that you pay enough attention in class? What have I been talking about? 

A. neglect          B. Care                   C. notice                D. Consideration 

IV. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 
the rest. 

7. A. Apply              B. Achievement  C. actually     D. entrance 

8. A. Compulsory   B. educate             C. student     D. university 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 

9. My alarm rings (A) at 6 o’clock every (B) morning. Therefore (C), I always went (D) to 
school on time. 

10. This story with (A) tragic ending (B) made (C) me crying (D). 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions. 

11. He did not do well at school and left with few _______ qualifications. 
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A. Academic        B. Academy        C. academician        D. Academically 

12. You can meet Mr. Pike, who is _______ behalf _______ the university to solve the 

problems of foreign students. 

A. on / of         B. in / for         C. with / at         D. for / at 

13. Many people think Steve stole the money. 

A. It was not Steve who stole the money. 

B. Steve is thought to have stolen the money. 

C. Many people think the money is stolen by Steve. 

D. The money is thought to be stolen by Steve. 

14. The telephone _______ by Alexander Graham Bell. 

A. is invented        B. is inventing         C. invented          D. was invented 

15. He has not been offered the job because he cannot meet the _______ of the company. 

A. requirements          B. Applicants           C. information         D. education 

-----The End----- 

Key 

1. C 2. D 3. B 4. B 5. C 6. A 7. B 8. A  

9. D 10. D     11. A      12. A     13. B    14. D     15. A  

2. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 2 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

QUẢNG BÌNH 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

 

I. Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

1. A. condition  B. estimate             C. librarian     D. technician 

2. A. physical  B. Achievement  C. educate     D. national 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 

3. My alarm rings (A) at 6 o’clock every (B). Therefore (C), I always went (D) to school on 

time. 

4. This story with (A) tragic ending (B) made (C) me crying (D). 

III. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 
the rest. 

5. A. compulsory  B. educate     C. student             D. university 
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6. A. general   B. educate     C. examination D. event 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

7. I am very much interested in learning more about ecotourism and its benefits. 

A. problems        B. Advantages        C. dangers          D. issues 

8. Making a campfire requires cutting down trees for firewood. 

A. demands        B. fosters                C. encourages     D. prevents 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

9. To an American, success is the result of hard work and self-reliance. 

A. devotion        B. industry         C. laziness         D. enthusiasm 

10. Stores everywhere compete to sell their distinctive versions of Christmas cake before 

the holiday. 

A. different         B. various          C. similar             D. special 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct response to each of the following 
exchanges. 

11. A: “Have you heard? Martin and Lisa have just got engaged!"    

      B: “____” 

A. Really? That’s fantastic!       B. Congratulations! 

C. Let’s celebrate!                     D. Good luck! 

12. A: “Well, Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie have just decided to divorce! Don't you know?"       

      B: “____” 

A. I couldn’t agree more.           B. Oh, thanks! 

C. Really? Are you kidding?      D. No, not right now. 

VII. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions. 

13. He has not been offered the job because he cannot meet the _______ of the company. 

A. requirements       B. applicants        C. information        D. education 

14. Many people think Steve stole the money. 

A. It was not Steve who stole the money. 

B. Steve is thought to have stolen the money. 

C. Many people think the money is stolen by Steve. 

D. The money is thought to be stolen by Steve. 

15. He was the only _______ that was offered the job. 

A. apply        B. application        C. applicant         D. applying 

-----The End----- 

Key 
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1. B     2. B     3. D      4. D     5. A      6. C     7. B      8. A  

9. C     10. C     11. A     12. C     13. A      14. B     15. C 

3. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 3 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

BÌNH ĐỊNH 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

1. All types of dinosaurs went extinct long time ago. 

A. thrived           B. boomed       C. survived       D. died out 

2. We need to prepare for our biology assignment about endangered plant species. 

A. harmless       B. dangerous   C. likely to go extinct       D. harmful 

3. These animals are quite vulnerable when living near the industrial zone. 

A. Calm             B. easily hurt    C. safe              D. relaxed 

4. Every year, in Africa a lot of elephants are poached for tusks. 

A. illegally hunted        B. gently cooked      C. boiled                  D. stewed 

5. Many species are threatened in the wild due to habitat destruction by man. 

A. usual behavior         B. favourite activity   C. place of living      D. rituals 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

6. The fire will go out unless we put some more wood on. 

A. go off              B. go in               C. stop burning            D. flare up 

7. Let's clear up this rubbish and put it in the bin. 

A. mess up         B. clear away      C. tidy                          D. Clear off 

8. The environmental pollution level in this area has built up a lot over recent years. 

A. increased       B. decreased       C. blocked                   D. concentrated 

9. All visitors are kept out of the conservation area. 

A. prevented from entering        B. prevented from destroying 

C. allowed to enter                     D. allowed to take photos 

10. It is predicted that the natural resources will run out by the end of the century. 

A. come in          B. run short           C. run away                D. remain intact 

III. Choose the best answer to each of the following questions. 
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11. By the time we get there, the film _____. 

A. starts               B. started              C. will start                      D. will have started 

12. If we don't protect these rare species, they ________ by 2030s. 

A. die out             B. will die out         C. will have died out        D. have died out 

13. Next December, they _________ for twenty years. 

A. will have been married      B. have been married 

C. are married                        D. were married 

14. By the time you come home, I ___________ the decorating. 

A. have finished      B. will have finished      C. are finishing              D. finished 

15. By the year 2050, computers _________ teachers. 

A. replace                B. will replace               C. will have replaced     D. have replaced 

-----The End----- 

Key 

1 - D 2 - C 3 - B 4 - A 5 - C 

6 - D 7 - A 8 - B 9 - C 10 - D 

11 - D 12 - C 13 - A 14 - B 15 - C 

4. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 4 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

NINH THUẬN 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

1. A. chemical  B. which             C. change            D. each 

2. A. attitude             B. survive             C. introduce            D. human 

3. A. protect             B. commercial  C. construction  D. climate 

II. Choose a word in each line that has different stress pattern. 

4. A. temperature  B. serious             C. awareness  D. chemical 

5. A. government  B. agency             C. benefit             D. diversity 

III. Choose the best one (A, B, C or D) to complete the sentence or replace the 
underlined word. 

6. Known worldwide by its panda logo, World Wildlife Fund (WWF) is dedicated to protecting 
____ world's wildlife and the rich biological diversity that we all need to survive. 

A. a                 B. an                 C. the                      D. Ø 
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7. At the end of this month, we ____ here for ten years. 

A. are living       B. live              C. will be living        D. will have been living 

8. Loss of habitat and increased commercial hunt ____ the number of chimpanzees from 2 
million to 300,000 individuals. 

A. reduced       B. lessened       C. weakened          D. limited 

9. Baby Komodo dragons will live on the trees from the moment they are born ____ adult 
ones can't climb and eat them. 

A. so                B. therefore       C. although              D. Because 

10. Since ____ 1600s, worldwide overexploitation of animals for ____ food and other 
products has caused numerous species to become extinct or endangered. 

A. the/ a           B. the/ Ø            C. Ø/ the                  D. the/ the 

11. By the time you finish cooking they ____ their homework. 

A. will have done      B. are doing      C. have been doing        D. have done 

12. The more a car costs, ____ it goes. 

A. faster           B. the faster      C. the more fast        D. the more faster 

13. The younger you are, ____ it is to learn. 

A. easier       B. you are easier       C. the easier       D. the easy 

14. The world's biodiversity is declining at an unprecedented rate, which makes wildlife ____. 

A. prosperous       B. prefect           C. vulnerable      D. remained 

15. ____ is the protection of environment and natural resources. 

A. Survival            B. Commerce        C. Conservation         D. Extinction 

-----The End----- 

Key 

1 - A; 2 - B; 3 - B    4 - C; 5 - D    6 - C; 7 - D; 8 - A;  

9 - D; 10 - B; 11 - A; 12 - B; 13 - C; 14 - C; 15 – C 

5. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 5 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

NGHỆ AN 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently 
from the rest 

1. A. cooks          B. loves               C. joins                D. spends 

2. A. hurry           B. under              C. pressure          D. rush 
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3. A. hospital       B. mischievous   C. supportive        D. special 

4. A. family          B. whenever         C. obedient         D. solution 

5. A. biologist      B. generally          C. responsible     D. security 

III. Choose the one word or phrase - a, b, c, or d - that best completes the sentences 
or substitutes for the underlined word or phrase 

6. He was looking at his parents _______, waiting for recommendations. 

A. obey                B. obedience        C. obedient          D. obediently 

7. The interviews with parents showed that the vast majority were _______ of teachers. 

A. support            B. supportive        C. supporter         D. supporting 

8. Billy has been seriously ill, and he was taken to _____ hospital yesterday 

A. a                      B. an                     C. the                   D. Ø 

9. My husband and I both go out to work so we share the _______. 

A. happiness     B. household chores      C. responsibility      D. employment 

10. You should not burn _______. You had better dig a hole and bury it. 

A. dishes             B. lab                     C. garbage           D. shift 

11. He was very respectful at home and _______ to his parents. 

A. responsible     B. caring                C. obedient           D. lovely 

12. One of Vietnamese traditions is a belief in _______ families and in preserving their 

cultures. 

A. wealthy           B. secure               C. safe                   D. close-knit 

13. He was _______ when I had those problems and said whatever I did he would stand by 
me. 

A. supportive       B. exciting             C. busy                   D. dull 

14. He was determined to give his family a secure and solid _______. 

A. base                B. floor                  C. basement           D. ground 

15. It’s hard work looking _______ three children all day. 

A. after                 B. up                     C. to                        D. through 

-----The End----- 

Key 

1. A   2. C  3. C    4. A      5. B      6. D    7. B     8. D       

9. B     10. C    11. C   12. D   13. A   14. A   15. A 

6. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 6 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

BẮC NINH 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
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          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

 

 

I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently 
from the rest 

1. A. events            B. spirit            C. Asian             D. silver 

2. A. gold                B. region          C. organize        D. game 

3. A. trained            B. proved         C. impressed     D. performed 

4. A. competitor      B. medal          C. level               D. development 

5. A. honor             B. high              C. host               D. hold 

II. Find a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence and correct it 

6. Windsurfing, which (A) is a water sport combining (B) elements of surfing and sailing 
first developed (C) in the United States in 1968 and also called (D) boardsailing. 

7. The windsurfer stands on a board that is propelled (A) and steering (B) by means of a 
sail attached (C) to a mast that (D) is articulated at the foot. 

8. Since 1984 (A) the sport has included (B) in the (C) Olympic Games as (D) part of the 

yachting events. 

9. The sport was became (A) very popular (B) in Europe and by the late 70's there was 
(C) windsurfing fever in Europe with one in every three households having (D) a sailboard. 

10. The first (A) world championship (B) of windsurfing held (C) in 1973. Windsurfing first 
became an (D) Olympic sport in 1984 for men and 1992 for women. 

III. Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one 

11. There are more sports competed in this SEA Games than in last SEA Games. 

A. The sports competed ill this SEA Games are the same as those in last SEA Games. 

B. Not as many sports were competed in last SEA Games as in this SEA Games. 

C. In the last SEA Games there were some sports which were not competed. 

D. In this SEA Games, there are less sports competed than in last SEA Games. 

12. I learn a lot but I cannot remember anything. 

A. I learn more and more and remember more and more. 

B. The less I learn, the more I remember. 

C. The more I learn, the less I remember. 

D. I remember not only what I have learnt. 

-----The End----- 

Key 

1. C    2. B   3. C    4. D    5. A    6. C    7. B    8. B    9. A    10. C    11. B   12. C 

7. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 7 
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SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

QUẢNG NINH 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 
pronunciation 

1. A. plants         B. Camels        C. years               D. rhinos 

2. A. insects       B. Barks           C. pandas            D. swamps 

3. A. Cutting       B. pollution       C. destruction      D. number 

4. A. stretch       B. school          C. technical         D. Chemical 

II. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences 

5. _______ is a branch of Natural Science, and is the study of living organisms and how 

they interact with their environment. 

A. Biology            B. Biological             C. Biologist            D. Biologically 

6. Probability of extinction depends _______ both the population size and fine details of the 
population demography. 

A. on                   B. in                          C. from                   D. for 

7. The world's biodiversity is declining at an unprecedented rate, which makes wildlife 

_______. 

A. prosperous     B. perfect                  C. vulnerable          D. remained 

8. Keep quiet. You_______ talk so loudly in here. Everybody is working. 

A. may                B. must                      C. might                 D. mustn't 

9. I am not deaf. You needn’t _______. 

A. shouting         B. shout                     C.to shout              D. shouted 

10. It is found that endangered species are often concentrated in areas that are poor and 
densely populated, such as much of Asia and Africa. What does the word “endangered” 

mean? 

A. disappeared       B. increased          C. threatened         D. reduced 

11. _______ I have a day off tomorrow? - Of course not. Our company is having a lot of 
things to do. 

A. Must              B. Will                         C. May                   D. Need 

12. _______ is the existence of a wide variety of plant and animal species living in their 

natural environment. 

A. Biodiversity       B. Conservation      C. Globe                D. Individual 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 
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13. I think he needn’t applying (A) for (B) this job because (C) they found a suitable 
(D) employee.  

14. Rhinos have (A) the average height (B) of about 1,2 to (C) 1,8 meters and weighs 
(D) from 1000 to 3000 kgs.  

15. Gorillas’ life is not peaceful (A) because (B) they are endangered and threatened by 
(C) civil war, hunt (D) and the habitat destruction.  

-----The End----- 

Key 

1. A     2. C      3. B     4. A      5. A      6. A      7. C     8. D      9. B  

10. C     11. C      12. A       13. A        14. D      15. D  

8. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 8 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

BÌNH THUẬN 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 
pronunciation 

1. A. animals           B. roots            C. footpaths           D. books 

2. A. trees               B. mothers       C. elephants           D. laws 

3. A. insect              B. percent        C. wetland              D. extinct 

4. A. verge              B. drainage      C. danger               D. grown 

II. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences 

5. A/an _______ species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

A. dangerous      B. endanger      C. endangered       D. endangerment 

6. Many modern medicines are derived _______ plants and animals. 

A. on                   B. for                 C. from                   D. in 

7. _______ is the protection of environment and natural resources. 

A. Survival          B. Commerce    C. Extinction           D. Conservation 

8. Susan________hear the speaker because the crowd was cheering so 

A. mustn't           B. couldn't          C. can't                   D. needn't 

9. You mustn’t_______ to pay the rent tomorrow. The landlord is very strict about paying on 

time. 

A. forget              B. to forget        C. forgeting              D. forgot 

10. The Bali Tiger was declared extinct in 1937 due to hunting and habitat. What does the 
word “habitat” mean? 
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A. reserve            B. generation    C. natural environment        D. diversity 

11. The computer _______ reprogramming. There is something wrong with the software. 

A. must                B. need             C. should                  D. may 

12. Many nations have laws offering protection to these species, such as forbidding 

hunting, restricting land 

development or creating _______. 

A. agencies          B. reserves       C. awareness           D. challenges 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 

13. You needn’t taking (A) flowers to (B) your hostess (C) if you don’t (D) want to.  

14. Tigers are (A) carnivores (B) so their food are (C) living animals such as (D) deer, 
buffalo, etc. 

15. We should organize conferences (A) to appeal international organize (B), 
governmental agencies, associations to contribute (C) to (D) the projects. 

-----The End----- 

Key 

1. A      2. C      3. D      4. D      5. C      6. C      7. D      8. B 

9. A      10. C     11. B      12. B       13. A       14. C       15. B 

9. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 9 

 

SỞ GIÁO DỤC VÀ ĐÀO TẠO 

QUẢNG NGÃI 

             

          (Đề thi có  01 trang) 

KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT HKI NĂM HỌC 2019 – 2020 
Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 15 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 
pronunciation 

1. A. habitats         B. males           C. happens           D. gorillas 

2. A. groups           B. nests            C. rangers            D. looks 

3. A. cake              B. panda           C. face                  D. late 

4. A. protect          B. commercial   C. construction     D. climate 

II. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences 

5. Only a few of the many species at risk of extinction actually make it to the lists and obtain 

legal _______. 

A. protect        B. protection         C. protective         D. protector 

6. 15,589 species (7,266 animal species and 8,323 plant species) are now considered ____ 
risk of extinction. 
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A. in                B. on                     C. for                    D. at 

7. Toxic chemicals from factories are one of the serious factors that lead wildlife to the 

________ of extinction. 

A. wall             B. fence                C. verge               D. bridge 

8. It is a top secret. You _______ tell anyone about it. 

A. mustn't        B. needn't             C. mightn't            D. won't 

9. She can’t________ ill. I have just seen her playing basketball in the school yard. 

A. be               B. to be                 C. being                D. is 

10. Being listed as an endangered species can have negative effect since it could make a 
species more desirable for collectors and poachers. What does the word “effect” mean? 

A. awareness        B. preservation       C. support        D. impact 

11. Clinton often wears beautiful new clothes. She _______ be very rich. 

A. must                 B. could                   C. might           D. need 

12. A lot of different conservation efforts have been made to________endangered species. 

A. kills                   B. make                   C. save            D. do 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 

13. You needn’t wearing (A) your best clothes (B). You can wear (C) whatever (D) you 

like.  

14. Pandas are (A) referred to (B) in the Red List and there is (C) only about (D) 600 

pandas in the world. 

15. Many science (A), forest rangers, and (B) other concerned (C) people are working 
hard to protect (D) gorillas.  

-----The End----- 

Key 

1. A     2. C     3. B      4. B      5. B      6. D      7. C      8. A      9. A 

10. D     11. C     12. C     13. A      14. C       15. A 

10. Đề kiểm tra 15 phút HKI môn Tiếng Anh số 10 
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I. Choose the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 
pronunciation 

1. A. worms            B. sleeps            C. projects            D. walks 
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2. A. monkeys        B. tigers              C. elephants         D. frogs 

3. A. attitude           B. survive           C. introduce          D. human 

4. A. enact              B. circle              C. tropical              D. conservation 

II. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences 

5. There are more than 20 ________ working on the water treatment project. 

A. researches        B. researching        C. researchers         D. research 

6. Clearing forests for timber has resulted _______ the loss of biodiversity. 

A. with                   B. at                         C.in                         D. for 

7. Over 8,300 plant species and 7,200 animal species around the globe are _______with 
extinction. 

A. threatened        B. carried                 C. dealt                     D. worried 

8. I do not mind at all. You _______ apologize. 

A. shouldn't           B. needn't                C. mustn't                  D. oughtn't to 

9. You mustn’t__________ football in the road. It’s dangerous. 

A. played              B. to play                  C. playing                  D. play 

10. World Wide Fund for Nature was formed to do the mission of the preservation of 
biological diversity, sustainable use of natural resources, and the reduction of pollution and 
wasteful consumption. What does the word “pollution” mean? 

A. contamination        B. energy        C. extinction         D. development 

11. James is not at home. He _____ go somewhere with his wife. I am not sure. 

A. might               B. will                         C. must                     D. should 

12. Humans benefit greatly from the many medicines and other products that_________ 

provides. 

A. diversity           B. environment          C. biodiversity           D. habitat 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 

13. I can find (A) my own way (B) there (C), you needn’t waiting (D) for me.  

14. Elephants are (A) also endangered (B) animals because (C) their natural habitat are 
(D) destroyed.  

15. The animals are peacefully (A), gentle, sociable, and (B) mainly (C) plant-
eating creatures (D).  

-----The End----- 

Key 

1. A      2. C      3. B      4. B     5. C     6. C     7. A      8. B      9. D 

10. A     11. A      12. C      13. D      14. D     15. A 
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